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Rock Painting and Lithography of Vikramkhol (Bikramkhol) 
cave: legacy of Sarasvati hieroglyphs?  
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A humped bull (zebu) is seen painted on the left, followed by an elephant. This combination of 
animals is comparable to the glyphs shown on Sarasvati hieroglyphs. The nature of the glyph 
within the brown-painted cartouche is unclear; perhaps, it is comparable to the standard device 
shown in front of the one-horned heifer on Sarasvati hieroglyphs. Perhaps, it connotes the murti 
of a Devi or Devata. 
 
adar d.an:gra = bra_hman.i bull; rebus: aduru ‘native metal’; d.han:gra ‘blacksmith’, that is, 
‘metalsmith’. paghaia d.an:gra a pack bullock (Santali) ibha = elephant (Skt.) ibhi, ibhya = female 
elephant (Skt.Ka.Te.) ibhagati = a female with the dignified gait of an elephant (Ka.) ibhapuri = 
hastina_puri (Ka.) ibhahasta = an elephant's trunk (Ka.) Rebus: ib = iron (Santali) ib = iron (Ko.); 
irumpu = iron, instrument, weapon (Ta.); irumpu, irimpu = iron (Ma.); ib = needle (To.); irimbi = 
iron (Kod.); inumu id. (Te.); rumba vad.i = ironstone (Kui)(DEDR 486). ibhya = rich, wealthy (Skt.) 
 
pasaramu, pasalamu = an animal, a beast, a brute, quadruped (Te.lex.) Thus, the depiction of 
animals in epigraphs is related to smithy, pasra. pasra = a smithy, a place where a blacksmith 
works; to do a blacksmith’s work; kamar pasrat.hene sen akantalea = our man has gone to the 
smithy; pasrao lagao (or ehop) akata = he (the blacksmith) has started his work (Santali); pasra 
(Mundari)(Santali.lex.Bodding) pasra, pasa_ra (Sad.; Or. pasra_, a blacksmith’s implements) = a 
blacksmith’s forge; the place where a brazier (t.ent.era, malar.a) makes his bowls, armlets; ne 
pa_l t.apuakana pasarate idiime = this ploughshare is blunt, take it to the smithy; the set of a 
blacksmith working in his forge; pasra o = of the blacksmith’s work in the forge; pa nasra = the 
length of a blacksmith’s work n the forge; pasraili = rice beer offered for sale; pasra mer.ed, 
pasa_ra mer.ed = syn. of kot.e mer.ed = forged iron, in contrast to dul mer.ed, cast iron 
(Mundari.lex.) pan~ja_va_, pa~ja_va_ = brick kiln (P.); pa~_ja_ kiln (B.); paja_vo (G.)(CDIAL 
7686). paya_n = potter’s kiln (B.)(CDIAL 8023). paja_vo = a kiln; cf. paca_vavum, to digest in the 
stomach (G.lex.)  pa_car-ai = pa_t.i vi_t.u, i.e. town house or army house (Pur-ana_.) 
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The glyph on the left is comparable to the 
Sarasvati hieroglyph. 

bakhor. 
= teeth of a comb (Santali.lex.) 

   

Banjari is the name of the village where vikramkhol cave is located. Banjari is about 25 km. from 
Jharsaguda. The engravings and paintings on the walls of Vikramkhol cave may be seen from 
some photographs . Circular holes have been dug in the wall; such holes were perhaps used to 
suspend weapons or tools. Circular holes have been dug on the floors of the caves, perhaps 
used to pound grains. http://jharsuguda.nic.in/tourism.htm 

The glyphs are of a bovine, wavy lines and perhaps a pincer 
and a fish. Such glyphs are part of the Sarasvati hieroglyph 

repertoire.     
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See note on Art Heritage of Orissa  y Gitarani Praharaj and Chittaranjan Mallia at 
http://sarasvati95.googlepages.com/artheritageoforissa.pdf  

The following article will be linked as soon as it becomes available: K.P. Jayaswal, 1933, : "The 
Vikramkhol Inscription". In: The Indian Antiquary , Vol. LXII, pp. 58-60, 1933 


